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1. Related devices

M16C/60 series

2. Symptoms

After A-D conversion is complete, if the CPU reads the A-D register at the same time as the A-D conversion result is being saved to A-D register, wrong A-D conversion value is saved into the A-D register. This happens when the internal CPU clock is selected from divided main clock or sub-clock.

(When connected an A-D input port and GND)

3. Precaution

(1) When using the one-shot or single sweep mode

Confirm that A-D conversion is complete before reading the A-D register.
(Note: When A-D conversion interrupt request bit is set, it shows that A-D conversion is completed.)

(2) When using the repeat mode or repeat sweep mode 0 or 1

Use the undivided main clock as the internal CPU clock.